NEHRU MEMORIAL COLLEGE
(Autonomous)
Nationally Accredited with 'A' Grade by NAAC
Putnamampatti - 621007, Trichy District, Tamilnadu, South India.
(Affiliated to Bharathidasan University and recognized by UGC under
section 2(f) & 125 of the UGC Act 1956)
TRAINING AND PLACEMENT DEPARTMENT

JOINTLY ORGANIZE

OPEN TO ALL

"CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN CIVIL SERVICES"
(IAS, IPS, IFS, IRS & OTHERS)

"YOU CAN CRACK IT"

INTERACTIVE WEBINAR

SESSION

📅 19.09.2020
⏰ 3.30pm

For Registration:
89396 96869 / 90437 33099

Join zoom Meeting ID: 841 0728 2057 PASSCODE: 425491

JOIN OUR CHANNEL FOR MORE UPDATE TO UPSC PREPARATION

facebook: aramias_academy
instagram: Aram.Academy.IAS
twitter: aimcivilservices
instagram: aram_ias_academy

GUEST SPEAKERS:

Mr. Mohammad Yazar, I.R.S.
Assistant Commissioner of GST
Dibrugarh, Assam

Ms. Shruthree Srinivasan, I.R.S.
Assistant Commissioner of GST
Pune

Mr. Vibhu Krishna U
Rank - 473
Civil Services Exam 2019